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ABSTRACT
Personal Information Management research has examined the
development of applications and data structures to overcome human limitations in memory and cognition. Transportation researchers have struggled with analyzing transportation activity, an
intermediate good derived from fulfillment of scheduled appointments and task completion. Recent work has explored the promise of mobile computing to improve task efficiency by bridging
the gap between needed information and the physical location of
the user. This paper argues that spatial-temporal extensions to
personal information data document are essential to improve the
efficiency of task completion and coordination.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search
and Retrieval.

General Terms
Design, Human Factors, Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION
This proposal presents a framework that builds on research in
Personal Information Management, Mobile Computing, and
transportation Activity Analysis. Extensions of familiar PIM
tools will improve management of tasks, time, and transportation
resources to improve awareness of the travel and costs of commutes. Interfaces to external data sources enable opportunities for
resource discovery and savings to improve the efficiency of task
completion.
Computing tools have been seen as an effective way to overcome
the limitations of human memory and manage the complexity of
modern life [1]. The emphasis on Personal Information Management (PIM) has focused on its role as memory extension- to re-

place the task of remembering information with merely remembering how to find it. These tools have remained comparatively unchanged since their origin with Personal Computers in the early
1980’s. PIM tools and methodologies have sought to improve the
capture, organization, and retrieval of information deemed useful
to further the goals of the individual.
The classic PIM applications have merely extended traditional
work patterns [2,3]. Components typically include a list of addresses, a list of calendar items (appointments), a Task List, and a
list of individual, free-form text notes. In electronic form, these
are treated as separate applications, with separate data stores.
These information sources are fragmented into “information islands”, duplicated between multiple applications or devices, with
minimal connections between these islands. [4,5]
This separation is further exacerbated by the differing contexts of
information use; user information needs are not limited to the
availability of stationary computing resources, but while mobile as
well [6]. While this has advantages of simplicity, the reusability
of personal information is limited at best. Data portability between PIM applications has proven limited due to a lack of open
standards between applications.
PIM tools have focused storage and retrieval tasks within these
“islands”, where the data stored there serves as reminders of tasks
and appointments. As few as 14% of needed “to-do” tasks may
be organized as lists of any sort, and completed less than 80% of
the time [7]. Routine, essential tasks tended to become encoded
in habit, rather than recorded. The result is an excessive reliance
on memory, which can quickly become overburdened. Habit can
become inefficient as the user’s operating environment changes.
The task of traditional PIM has been to balance the task of merely
extending memory without overloading it, a balance that has
proven to vary by individual and work context.

2. RELATED WORK
2.1 Managing Personal Tasks and Workflows
Research has begun to focus on task management as a deficiency
in traditional PIM tools. Task lists have proven to be effective
reminders of critical tasks [7], with appropriate cues effectively
limiting errors [8]. The occurrence of errors in task completion
recognizes the divisibility of tasks into subtasks, and the need to
explicitly manage the workflow of discrete tasks to reach desired
objectives.
A primary shortcoming of PIM tools is their inability to accommodate the process-orientation of daily activities [9]. Though
addressed in Project Management and Workflow Management
processes [10], this capability remains virtually unknown in PIM

tools. Though appointments, tasks, and addresses remain essential items to record and retrieve, the realization of relationships
between these PIM items remain an essential yet missing component in task management [11].
Workflow management in the completion of larger tasks emerged
from Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW) research,
but focuses on multiple actors in a workplace setting, as embedded in business functions. Personal workflow management research has emerged from directions as diverse as Grid Computing
and Mobile computing. These projects share a common thread in
the realization of tasks as aggregates of separate functions that
require the coordination of external resources under constraints.
However, work to associate tasks with locations has been limited.

2.2 Activity Analysis
Research in Personal Information Management and Task Management has focused on reminding the individual about tasks and
appointments, while the transportation literature has examined the
roles of personal activities in generating trips. Transportation is
primarily a derived good; demand is based on its role in fulfilling
external objectives. Unlike PIM efforts, activities are seen as
highly location-dependent, constrained by time.
Hägerstrand [12-15] first discussed the importance of “time bundling” to find common corridors for transportation in his urban
studies. He further stresses the limitations on activities based on
time and location via the “time-space prism” model. Therein,
location and transportation mode constrain the range of possible
activities that can be completed within a fixed amount of time.
The constraint of time on activity has reemerged in the 1990’s
within transportation research with the emergence of Information
Technology tools that promised the ability to manage the complexity of coordinating and scheduling activities.
Time is a finite resource. Though it cannot be controlled, tasks
and goals can be ordered to better use time and other resources
towards greater efficiency. Currently, tools such as Personal Information Management programs, and appliances such as Personal Digital Assistants or Smart Phones have been created to augment human memory, to act as reminders of appointments and
tasks prior to deadlines. However, these tools serve as reminders
of a linear sequence of fixed events, rather than aid in the sequencing of flexible activities under constraints.
The concept of a Travel Time Budget (TTB) has emerged as a
pool of time that travelers have been willing to allocate to travel
in the course of making lifestyle choices in housing and work
locations, though various demographic and employment factors
constrain this budget. Since initial formulations in the early
1980’s [16], the support for Travel Time Budgets has remained
consistent. The existence of said budgets reinforces both the notion of a “time-space prism” model and the need to optimize activities within these constraints.

time between activities, allowing a greater number of activities
within a fixed time period.
ATIS research has a limited focus of ICT to alter travel behavior
[18]. Its focus on “telecommunications” may limit its understanding of the applications of ICT in not only voice and e-Commerce,
but applications in coordination and collaboration which permit
opportunities to gather and share information. The substitution of
travel with ICT use remains unclear; though ICT use occupies a
growing share of personal time, the link between activity and
physical location has diminished [19], and some ICT use has no
physical counterparts.
Incorporation of ICT with personal task management and external
information such as ATIS or public transportation schedules hold
the promise of clustering activities by location and travel corridors
[17]. Clustering of activities would permit the reduction of vehicle trips and the overall efficiency of the transportation network.

2.4 Mobile Computing and Communications
Personal Digital Assistants (PDA) and Smart Phones have been
widely embraced as means to help manage our daily affairs, despite their oft-cited limitations [20]. Activity and location have
been found to comprise up to 70% of mobile communications,
with discussions about activity twice as likely as those about location [21]. Mobile communications differ by urgency or spontaneity, and brevity [2].
Mobile ICT research in optimizing travel effectiveness have focused on the use of task reminders. Through mechanisms such as
a “Geofence”, events such as approaching a location are designed
to trigger reminders to perform an associated task [22,23]. Subsequent findings have held that location-based reminders were perceived as less useful than time-based reminders [24]. Time reminders remain a standard feature of PIM Calendars, where travel
time may be implicit in the setting of the ubiquitous “Alarm”.
These findings conflict with ATIS and Activity Management efforts in using location as a means of clustering tasks. Where
ATIS and Activity Management focus on locations and the activities available, the Task or To-Do list focuses on deadlines alone.
This indicates the difficulty in task decomposition, or the inability
to relate place and time with tasks.

3. Conceptual Framework
The simplified conceptual framework proposed here attempts to
reconcile the contrasting goals of PIM, Activity Analysis, and
Mobile ICT. Notably, the PIM focus on Time and Task overlaps
the Activity Analysis focus on Task and Location. Mobile ICT in
part focuses on delivering services based on time and location.
Figure 1: The Proposed Conceptual Framework
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2.3 ATIS and Activity Management
More recent developments in Advanced Traveler Information
Systems (ATIS) have sought to incorporate current developments
in Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) in improving the effectiveness of trips [17]. These tools have begun to
investigate opportunities to incorporate ICT to replace travel.
ATIS seeks information about travel in progress to reduce the
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Though imperfect, these linkages between PIM, Mobile ICT, and
Activity Analysis had lacked explicit treatment, despite a growing
body of research which implicitly overlaps these areas. In a sample Task modeled in Figure 1, attributes of time and place are
included. Tasks may have a range of locations and times where
they can be performed. However, tasks as currently defined may
be part of a workflow, which unifies tasks set in separate places
and times. Location and time assignments to tasks would enable
the realization of the goals of Activity Analysis, in merging tasks
by location to minimize travels.
Figure 2: Tasks arranged by time/place overlaps
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and time management within PIM systems, while permitting
greater responsiveness during task execution. Real time monitoring of time and location would enable the goal of access to the
right information at exactly the right time and place, improving
effectiveness in task completion.
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